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Abstract
During earthquakes the buildings closely spaced have a chance of pounding on the adjacent building block. In present day
scenario buildings are constructed very close each other in urban areas for the complete usage of limited land space. So in this
study attempt was made to analyse the seismic response due to pounding between the buildings that are constructed without
sufficient separation gap. A model of two buildings closes to each other one being G+ 10 storey and other being G+7 storey were
considered. The parameters like displacement and impact force were considered for the analysis using SAP 2000 software.
Mitigation measures are provided using lateral load resisting system such as bracings and shear wall. The objective of the study
was to find the best practical solution for buildings subjected to seismic pounding under high seismic zone.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes have always been a source of great devastation
for mankind. It is evident from the past and recent
earthquake damages records, that the building structures are
subjected to severe damages/collapse during earthquakes.
Nowadays with the fast growth of metropolitan cities, land
limitation has become a critical issue, thereby resulting in
construction of high rise buildings very close to each other.
Such buildings are prone to seismic pounding. Pounding is a
phenomenon, in which two buildings strike due to their
lateral movements induced by lateral forces, earthquake is
one of the major causes for lateral forces on the buildings.
An efficient and durable structural design is always required
to prevent pounding effect. The simplest method to avoid
pounding damage is to provide enough separation gaps. On
the other hand pounding can be reduced by decreasing
lateral motion by means of lateral load resisting structural
systems, such as SMRF, shear wall, dual system and frame
tube system. Therefore in the present study, pounding effect
between buildings for different cases are carried out and
analysed.

1.1 Objective
The objective of the present study is to determine the
pounding effect between adjacent buildings for different
cases and mitigation measures are adopted. Analysis is
carried out for all cases and results are compared.

1.2 Modelling Approach
In order to observe pounding between adjacent buildings,
two buildings consist of eleven storeys and eight storeys are
selected having different dynamic properties. These
buildings are separated by an expansion joint and are
subjected to gravity and dynamic loading. (Fig -1) Both
buildings are analysed using Sap 2000.

Fig -1: Elevation show the position of both buildings
The height of all floors is 3m. Thickness of Rigid slab
diaphragm is 125mm. Live load on floor is taken as 3kN/m 2
and on roof is 1.5kN/m2. Floor finish on the floor is 1kN/m2
and weathering course on roof is 1kN/m2. The building is
ordinary moment resisting frame is analysed using ElCentro earthquake data and intended for commercial use and
These buildings are separated by expansion joint of 80mm.
Table -1: Description of buildings
Building- A
Building- B
G+10
G+7
Storeys
300X750
300X600
Column (mm)
300X450
300X450
Beam (mm)
M25
M25
Grade of concrete
Fe550
Fe550
Grade of steel
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1.2.1 Gap Element Model

2. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In order to calculate impact force between the adjacent
buildings during seismic excitation, a gap element needs to
connect between the structures. Gap elements have 2 nodes I
and j, expansion joint of structures is specified in gap
element. The stiffness of the gap element is generally
adopted as 102 to 104 time the stiffness of the adjacent
connected element, usually gap element only active in
compression phase and it becomes inactive in tension phase.
The gap element is active when the gap becomes zero as
shown in Fig –2 and gap element connected between
adjacent buildings is shown in Fig -3.

The buildings are analysed under time history data of
elcentro which is to be known as above average earthquake,
the displacement of buildings were observed with respect to
time. For all the cases considered, pounding observance is
done for the worst condition by taking positive displacement
of G+10 story and Negative displacement of G+7 story due
to their different dynamic characteristics.

2.1 Adjacent Buildings at Same Floor Levels
In this case, two adjacent buildings are at same floor level
(Fig -4). Fig -5shows that maximum negative displacement
of G+7 story building at seventh floor level is 45.48mm at
3.52 sec and maximum positive displacement for G+10
story building is 105.69mm at 3.52 sec. From Fig – 5 it is
also noticed that maximum out of phase movement of both
building at 3.52 sec is (105.69+45.48)-80= 71.17mm which
is greater than expansion joint.. Due to this out of phase
moment, impact force is created in the gap element. Fig -6
indicates the maximum impact force of 2300KN created
between the adjacent buildings.

Fig -2: Model of gap element

Fig -4: Elevation of buildings with same floor level
Fig - 3: Shows connection of gap element
The pounding effect is considered for the following different
cases.
(i) Adjacent buildings at same floor levels
(ii) Adjacent buildings with different floor level
(iii) Adjacent buildings with different floor level( floor to
mid column)
(iv) Buildings with Setback of 4m
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Fig -5: Displacement vs time graph of both buildings of same floor level at seventh floor level

Fig -6: Impact force vs time graph of both buildings of same floor level at seventh floor level

2.2 Adjacent Buildings with Different Floor Level
In this case, two adjacent buildings are at different floor
level (Fig -7). Fig -8 shows that maximum negative
displacement of G+7 story building at seventh floor level is
45.48mm at 3.52 sec and maximum positive displacement
for G+10 story building is 95.64mm at 3.52 sec. From Fig –
8 it is also noticed that maximum out of phase movement of
both building at 3.52 sec is (95.64+45.48)-80= 61.11mm
which is greater than expansion joint. Due to this out of
phase moment impact force is created in the gap element,
Fig -9 indicates the maximum impact force of 1250KN
created between the adjacent buildings.

Fig -7: Elevation of buildings at different floor level
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Fig -8: Displacement vs time graph of both buildings of different floor level at seventh floor level

Fig -9: Impact force vs time graph of both buildings of different floor level at seventh floor level

2.3 Adjacent Buildings with Different Floor Level
(Floor to Mid Column)
In this case two adjacent two buildings with different floor
level (with floor to mid column) are considered (Fig -10). It
is observed that from Fig -11 maximum negative
displacement of G+7 story building at seventh floor level is
45.48mm at 3.52 sec and maximum positive displacement
for G+10 story building is 100.665 mm at 3.62 sec. From
Fig - 11 it is noticed that maximum out of phase movement
of both building at 3.62 sec is (100.665+45.48)-80=
66.145mm which is greater than expansion joint. Due to this
out of phase moment impact force is created in the gap
element, Fig -12indicate the maximum impact force of 2200
KN created between the adjacent buildings.

Fig -10: Elevation of buildings at different floor level
(floor to mid column)
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Fig -11: Displacement vs time graph of both buildings of different floor level (floor to mid column) at seventh floor level

Fig -12:Impact force vs time graph of both buildings of different floor level (floor to mid column) at seventh floor level

2.4 Buildings with Setback of 4m
In this case, the adjacent buildings are considered with a
setback of 4m (Fig -13). Fig -14 shows that maximum
negative displacement of G+7 story building at seventh floor
level is 45.48mm at 3.52 sec and maximum positive
displacement for G+10 story building is 105.69 mm at 3.52
sec. It is noticed that maximum out of phase movement of
both building at 3.52 sec is (105.69+45.48)-80= 71.17mm
which is greater than expansion joint. Due to this out of
phase moment impact force is created in the gap element,
Fig - 15indicate that the maximum impact force of 2220KN
created between the adjacent buildings.

Fig -13: Plan of buildings with setback
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Fig -14: Displacement vs time graph of both buildings at setback at seventh floor level

Fig -15: Impact force vs time graph of both buildings at setback at seventh floor level

3. MITIGATION MEASURES
To avoid pounding effect, generally lateral load resisting
systems are used. In this present study bracings (inverted V
type) and shear wall are provide to reduce the effect of
pounding.

3.1 Buildings with Bracings
The displacement of building with bracings for different
cases is presented in table -2. It is noted that Maximum
Positive displacement of eleven storey building and
Maximum Negative displacement of eight storey is within
the expansion joint in all the cases. The graphical
representation of displacement of buildings with and without
bracings for all the cases is shown in Fig - 17 to Fig - 20. It
is observed that, the displacement of buildings with bracings
is reduced 50% than buildings when compared with bare
frame.

Fig -16: Elevation of buildings with bracings
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Fig -17: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
same floor level

Fig -19: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
different floor level (floor to mid column)

Fig -18: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
different floor level

Fig -20: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
setback

Table -2: Displacement of buildings with bracings for different cases
Sl.
no
1
2
3
4

Models
Same floor level
Different floor level
Different floor level
(floor to mid column)
Setback

Displacement of building A
(mm)

Displacement of building B
(mm)

37.96
31.75

14.28
14.28

Total
displacement
(mm)
52.24
46.03

34.855

14.28

49.135

37.95

14.28

52.23

3.2 Buildings with Shear Wall
By providing Shear walls the lateral displacements of
buildings can be reduced. A RC wall of 0.15m thickness can
replace masonry wall of building. It is noted that Maximum
Positive displacement of eleven storey building and
Maximum Negative displacement of eight storey is within
the expansion joint in all the cases. The displacement of
building with shear wall for different cases is presented in
table 3. The graphical representation of displacement of
buildings with and without shear wall is shown from Fig –
22 to Fig - 25.The displacement of buildings with shear wall

is reduced more than 50% compared to buildings without
shear wall.
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Fig - 24: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
different floor level (floor to mid column)

Fig – 21: Elevation of buildings with shear wall

Fig -25: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
setback

Fig -22: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
same floor level

Fig -23: Comparison of displacement of buildings with
different floor level
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Table -3: Displacement of buildings with shear wall for different cases
Displacement of building A Displacement of building B
Models
(mm)
(mm)
Same floor level
27.05
6.23
Different floor level
22.27
6.23
Different floor level
24.66
6.23
(floor to mid column)
Setback
27.04
6.23

Total displacement
(mm)
33.28
28.5
30.89
33.27

4. CONCLUSION







During strong earthquakes, adjacent buildings without
proper separation gap are affected by pounding.
When comparing all the cases of study, adjacent
buildings with same floor level, different floor level
and set back, out of phase movement is greater than
expansion joint which creates impact force
Adjacent buildings, with different dynamic properties,
vibrate out of phase leading to pounding damage.
The maximum response (displacement) is more in
taller buildings than the shorter one.
Buildings with shear wall are more effective than with
bracings.
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